Adjudicative Proposal Ends Double Jeopardy

The Trinity College Council, at its first meeting of the academic year, Wednesday, approved in principle the creation of an Adjudicative Council, an advisory panel. The proposal, which was returned to the committee for minor revisions, was unanimously defeated by students who argued that this would infringe on the total authority of the Board of Trustees in the disciplinary process.

The judicial system proposed in the proposal would be non-elected. Medusa was overwhelmingly defeated in a student referendum. The Board of Trustees, in the College Charter, in the Board of Trustees which are on its own campus to provide education with the goal of the Board of Trustees.

Medusa, the self-perpetuating honor society, which had regulated Wesleyan conduct and tried and sanctioned students who violated College regulations, resigned after the elimination of its seven members in the April 22, 1969 sit-in at the New College.

The proposed system contains a number of procedural changes. The Board of Original Disposition, composed of the President of the College, the dean of the college, the Dean of Students, the Dean of the Faculty, and one student Representative, is created to share executive responsibility and authority of the College with the Senate.

Housing Poses Problems; Jarvis Severely Crowded

by Michael Zimmerman

With the advent of coeducation and the corresponding increase in the number of students, the problem of housing has become increasingly severe. Jarvis, the college's oldest dormitory building, has become an example of the problem.

The worst overcrowding has been in the rooms designated for 10-year-olds. Thomas L. Massey, an architectural consultant, has noted that the problems exist today.

The accused student may appeal the panel's decision to an appeal board. The appeal board, constituted of two members from each of the seven College constituencies, may render a new judgment, support the judgment of the original panel, or return the case to the Board of Original Disposition.

A special meeting of the Senate was called Wednesday to introduce a constitutional amendment changing the School's constitution to authorize the creation of an executive council to effect the decisions of the Senate.

According to the proposed amendment, the Senate, once it has made a decision, may not appeal its decision to another body. The accused student may appeal the panel's decision to an appeal board. The appeal board, constituted of two members from each of the College constituencies, may render a new judgment, support the judgment of the original panel, or return the case to the Board of Original Disposition.

A member of the Senate, who, in his opinion, the proposal might result in an increase in the number of students, has noted that the proposal may result in an increase in the number of students.

Wesleyan Puts Students On Trustee Committees

The Trustees of Wesleyan University approved last week a proposal to create a new, non-tenured, student representative body, the College Committee, to meet with the Board of Trustees and the Executive Council.

The College Committee will be composed of three students, two faculty members, and two student representatives. The Board of Trustees will meet with the College Committee to discuss matters of concern to the student body.

The report stressed that the Admissions Committee of the College Committee contains extensive safeguards for the protection of student rights. The report also notes that the College Committee is not that of law enforcement, but rather that of constitutional institutions that "will do all that can to aid individuals in coping with the problems of their modern society."

In addition to the actual draft recommendations, the committee presented the Council with suggestions concerning administrative processes for the problem of drug usage. The committee recommended that a Student Advisory Committee be established to advise and assist all students involved in actual drug counseling within the community. The Student Advisory Committee itself could not undertake counseling, but could provide users with the legal protection of state and federal laws. The committee could, however, be of great service to those attempting to protect drug users from the prescribing power of their community members.

The committee, he explained, would include four or more Trustee students, and two faculty members. The committee would be appointed by the Board of Trustees.

According to Wesleyan's Trustee, the committee is intended to accomplish two objectives: 1) to bring faculty and students into the decision-making processes; 2) to promote cooperation and understanding between the Board of Trustees and the Executive Council; 3) to develop a less, state-wide, student body; and 4) to help release the working the student body.

Trinity students questioned by the TRIPD were not enthusiastic about Wesleyan's plan. "All it does is legitimize the Trustees," said one sophomore, "while it gives no real power to the students and faculty."
Trinity College exists in a society which is becoming increasingly aware of drug problems. There are several bills and amendments on the table of Congress, and provisions of a Drug Policy Statement which should reflect the philosophy of the College in an attempt to foresee and to specifically outline those varieties of offenses which cannot be contained within our kind of institution. The second approach needs to be made by the Senate executive committees and by the Student Association in the interest of handling problems of drug use or abuse.

In other words, if the drug policy is in general counsel- ing, then the Senate executive committee could become confidential advisors to students about drug problems, (the health approach) thus they must understand this a relatively detailed but FLEXIBILE administrative procedure and not the specific general policy.

It was suggested that a Drug Advisory Committee be formed whose function it would be to advise on specific cases, to have to cause students concern, which are not the concern of the college usage. Not all faculty advisors nor all campus police are equally skilled in being able to handle issues concerning drug problems. Frequently they will not know whether or not a referral to some other source is needed. We believe that simply follow their own intuition on the matter. Furthermore, some

Trinity Judical Reservations

Before the new "Trinity Adjudicative Process" can be considered a fair and workable system, a number of questions must be answered. Why, first of all, are the administration and faculty made equal partners with students in the judicial process? To be fair, an offense against an entire community ought to be judged by a board reflecting the make-up of that community. The administration and faculty are over-represented.

Similarly, why are there no provisions for handling cases pertaining to only two of the three constituent bodies? An academic offense, for example, is not "an offense against the community," but concerns only staff and faculty. And why should the Appeal Board be allowed to make penalties harsher? This could serve only to discourage appeal, while the system should offer every possible benefit to the defendants.

In other respects, the system is the finest one yet proposed, hopefully, Trinity's years of judicial blues will be ending soon.

The Senate

Like the archetypical adolescent, the Senate is always asking itself, "Who am I?" The constitutional amendments proposed to the Senate Wednesday evening may hold the answer.

In two major areas, the system enjoys the advantages of both decentralization and compactness: a... to afford all administrators are equally... frequently outline those varieties of drug laws and other drug policies.

A number of different interests are represented on the Drug Advisory Council, and this... or with the student body, the faculty, the administration and... What of the other 88% of the College's educational... the College's educational... with the use of drugs. Individual... with the use of drugs. Individual... should be would be in order. A... the administration, and faculty have... drug usage. Is perhaps valid for segments of... drug laws and other... 88% of the College's educational... of drug laws and other drug policies. Similary, why are there no provisions for handling cases pertaining to only two of the three constituent bodies? An academic offense, for example, is not "an offense against the community," but concerns only staff and faculty. And why should the Appeal Board be allowed to make penalties harsher? This could serve only to discourage appeal, while the system should offer every possible benefit to the defendants.

Judiciary

(Continued from Page 1)

The Senate will hold a organizational meeting next week. The two major areas, the system enjoys the advantages of both decentralization and compactness: a... to afford all administrators are equally... frequently outline those varieties of drug laws and other drug policies. A... the College's educational... with the use of drugs. Individual... with the use of drugs. Individual... should be would be in order. A... the administration, and faculty have... drug usage. Is perhaps valid for segments of... drug laws and other drug policies. Similary, why are there no provisions for handling cases pertaining to only two of the three constituent bodies? An academic offense, for example, is not "an offense against the community," but concerns only staff and faculty. And why should the Appeal Board be allowed to make penalties harsher? This could serve only to discourage appeal, while the system should offer every possible benefit to the defendants.

Judiciary
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Drug Policy Statement

Trinity College is becoming increasingly aware of drug problems. The use of so-called drugs of all sorts by various members of the college community has led to the widespread belief that the college is put in the position of having to be aware of and having to attempt to deal with the use of drugs on the campus. The position is a relatively new one. At present there is perhaps little that the college can hope to evolve a policy which contains complete wisdom and understanding in its application and which will stem the use of drugs in this country, especially those used on college campuses. Drug problems are largely a matter of public policy. There are preferable to substituting chemical solutions for human ones. It is up to the people to fight, develop, and nurture the ability to handle those cases which are otherwise handled humanly.

In this respect, the College wishes to counsel, aid, advise and offer guidance to everyone who might participate in these groups who are having difficulties with drugs, (the health approach). The idea of residence constituencies is, of course, not new. And there is a need for new, vital and resourcefulness. There is no way in which you, the students of Trinity College, can or groups who are having difficulties with drugs, (the health approach). The idea of residence constituencies is, of course, not new. And there is a need for new, vital and resourcefulness. There is no way in which you, the students of Trinity College, can... drug usage on campus is one of the... wise procedure which should... of amends would... committee would meanwhile work as a political vanguard: a... executive committee is... and... need to discern who the membership... residence constituencies is, of course, not new. And there is a need for new, vital and resourcefulness. There is no way in which you, the students of Trinity College, can... drug usage on campus is one of the... wise procedure which should... of amends would... committee would meanwhile work as a political vanguard: a... executive committee is... and... need to discern who the membership... residence constituencies is, of course, not new. And there is a need for new, vital and resourcefulness. There is no way in which you, the students of Trinity College, can... drug usage on campus is one of the... wise procedure which should... of amends would... committee would meanwhile work as a political vanguard: a... executive committee is... and... need to discern who the membership... residence constituencies is, of course, not new. And there is a need for new, vital and resourcefulness. There is no way in which you, the students of Trinity College, can... drug usage on campus is one of the... wise procedure which should... of amends would... committee would meanwhile work as a political vanguard: a... executive committee is... and... need to discern who the membership... residence constituencies is, of course, not new. And there is a need for new, vital and resourcefulness. There is no way in which you, the students of Trinity College, can... drug usage on campus is one of the... wise procedure which should... of amends would... committee would meanwhile work as a political vanguard: a... executive committee is... and... need to discern who the membership... residence constituencies is, of course, not new. And there is a need for new, vital and resourcefulness. There is no way in which you, the students of Trinity College, can... drug usage on campus is one of the... wise procedure which should... of amends would... committee would meanwhile work as a political vanguard: a... executive committee is... and... need to discern who the membership... residence constituencies is, of course, not new. And there is a need for new, vital...
Frumunda

As Now, Here We Go Again
by D.J. Rollins

We have witnessed a strange and wondrous summer, due to the coming of the Mets for no other reason. I suppose a few weeks should be said about White Lake, so this sentence is North Point North of it all.

We ended with a balance sheet on the positive side, we were given a paternal pat on the head for being nice kids, checked at and appreciated for being a weird but lackonest bunch, or nicely placed in an appropriate slot of the Fit Into The American Way file.

And now that a few weeks have passed, more perceptive reviews have floated down from the towers above the muck of rock and traffic and the pageantry of the season and life itself. The Wall Street Journal wonders about the value and contribution to society of the rock phenomenon and the rock economy.

The New Yorker speaks of the past financial year and publicly turn-around and concludes that "business" deep involvement in rock isn't, however, because rock is only a bourgeois blues anyway.

Each stock worth the ring songs of personal meaning and “love” on their ways to the tank rather than their ways to the bank. And Jim Hardy will also be using his mass hysteria technique.

At least this week. The strong songs of personal meaning and “love” on their ways to the tank rather than their ways to the bank.

TRINITY SEMINAR PROGRAM

This year, the TRINITY-HIIGHSCHOOL SEMINAR PROGRAM will grant one course credit to any student who successfully completes one semester of faculty approved teaching in a course the student himself designs and conducts at his local high school students. If interested please contact X. S. Brown. Box 373, NC-221, 278-7512, immediately for information.

Drugs

(Continued from Page 1)

ing advice on the use of various drugs.

Membership on the Advisory Committee was ascertained of 4 or 6 students appointed by the TCC, 3 faculty members, 2 administrators including the Dean of Community Life, and a nearby "trustee or two." The presence of an outside lawyer and physical physician was also recommended.

Dr. George Higgins, the chairman of the committee, urged that the TCC conduct meetings in order to allow students, faculty members, and administrators to communicate on the proposed policy.

The TCC will consider the report of the ad hoc committee at their next regularly scheduled meeting.

At first the Council should meet at least monthly and its availability to all who have cause to consult with it should be widely communicated and perhaps, individuals who deal with students having difficulties with drugs ought to be asked to be sure and consult the Council.

Anonymity of the counseling could be maintained. The Council ought to also be able to meet on an emergency basis at the request of any advisor. The Council should be prepared to evolve referral procedures to medical, psychiatric and legal aid. The College probably can't afford all these expenses, but this would be something the Council itself would eventually have to consider.

The Council's responsibilities would be merely to advise and consult the Community Life staff in an effort to protect both of these vital and necessary educational institutions which also has a great deal at stake with the way that drug issues are handled.

Student-directed plays, films and improvisations will be among the Jesters production this term.

The Jesters announce fall production workshop.

The organization will actively support the Theater Arts depart- ment's program of one-act plays, and the one-act production workshops. David Eliza's directing cases. Try-outs for the first of the one-act plays will be held in the Goodwin Theater on Monday, from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. The try-outs will be informal readings and those who wish to audition need not prepare speeches.

At the meeting, Ted Krol announced the formation of a film-makers co-operative, Flicka Films, and a new resource and equipment, Kroll urged the Jesters and others interested in working with film to contact him at Box 583, on campus.

Chap Keyes and Bill Wagner said they are starting an improvisation workshop to create scenes and skits, based on the theater of "The Blues Brothers," and director of "The Comic" New York, which offers classes and actors, with or without experience, to join the group.

Butterfield, Otis Spann, Duck Dunn, and Poco (Epic, A minus for the experimental, though we want the folk of this year's. If one wishes to see just what does mind matter together from different sources, this is the voice that the folk of this decade has already decided represents them... that rock is not an isolated phenomenon, but both catalyzed to and function of a larger, more general progression.

At any rate, it was a nice summer.

Administrative Points Concerning Drug Use

(Continued from Page 2)

Vice-capacity, two administrators including the Dean of Community Life, a nearby Trustee or two, and it would seem highly advisable, although it would involve expense, to have an outside physical physician on the Council.

There are physicians and lawyers in the area who are aligned for the Folks who might be willing to do this although certainly some of a fee or perhaps should be necessary. The Chairman of the Council should probably be able to meet on an ad hoc basis.

But one thing is that the Council can quote this faraway arts person so that someone in North Platte should be said about White Lake, coming of the Mets if for no other and wondrous summer, due to the turn of the century. It is nigh impossible to see just what does mind matter together from different sources, this is the voice that the folk of this decade has already decided represents them... that rock is not an isolated phenomenon, but both catalyzed to and function of a larger, more general progression.

At any rate, it was a nice summer.
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Dr. George Higgins, the chairman of the committee, urged that the TCC conduct meetings in order to allow students, faculty members, and administrators to communicate on the proposed policy.

The TCC will consider the report of the ad hoc committee at their next regularly scheduled meeting.

At first the Council should meet at least monthly and its availability to all who have cause to consult with it should be widely communicated and perhaps, individuals who deal with students having difficulties with drugs ought to be asked to be sure and consult the Council.

Anonymity of the counseling could be maintained. The Council ought to also be able to meet on an emergency basis at the request of any advisor. The Council should be prepared to evolve referral procedures to medical, psychiatric and legal aid. The College probably can't afford all these expenses, but this would be something the Council itself would eventually have to consider.

The Council's responsibilities would be merely to advise and consult the Community Life staff in an effort to protect both of these vital and necessary educational institutions which also has a great deal at stake with the way that drug issues are handled.
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There are physicians and lawyers in the area who are aligned for the Folks who might be willing to do this although certainly some of a fee or perhaps should be necessary. The Chairman of the Council should probably be able to meet on an ad hoc basis.
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Soccer

Preseason Varsity Teams’ Outlook Promising

by Paul Scharner

How does a coach set out to better a 1968 record of 8-1-1 which included a second place rating in New England and a berth in the NCAA championships? This is what Trinity soccer coach Roy Dath will be attempting as he readies his booters for the coming fall season. Dath is working around a nucleus of 14 lettermen from last year’s squad, headed by senior captain Mike Geiser, a junior, and who sometimes even missed a day, Captain Chuck Hosking predicts that his Barriers will win more than half of their meets. The reason? A new, enthusiastic coach combined with a dedicated bunch of runners who’ve got morale on their side. The coach is Mr. Chuck Hosking leads his runners over all types of terrain in an effort to get ready, both physically and mentally, for the coming season.

Despite a dismal record last year, Capain Hosking predicts that his Barriers will win more than half of their meets. The reason? A new, enthusiastic coach combined with a dedicated bunch of runners who’ve got morale on their side. The coach is Mr. Chuck Hosking leads his runners over all types of terrain in an effort to get ready, both physically and mentally, for the coming season.

Chuck Wright slides in for the shot. (O'Veline Photo)

Returning letterman Tom "Tree" Kaufman demonstrates his famous footwork, while pursued by George Coyle. (O'Veline Photo)

Cross-Country

by Dick Vane

As the fall season draws near, the College’s sports attention centered little group of men who sometimes even missed a day, Captain Chuck Hosking predicts that his Barriers will win more than half of their meets. The reason? A new, enthusiastic coach combined with a dedicated bunch of runners who’ve got morale on their side. The coach is Mr. Chuck Hosking leads his runners over all types of terrain in an effort to get ready, both physically and mentally, for the coming season.

Despite a dismal record last year, Captain Hosking predicts that his Barriers will win more than half of their meets. The reason? A new, enthusiastic coach combined with a dedicated bunch of runners who’ve got morale on their side. The coach is Mr. Chuck Hosking leads his runners over all types of terrain in an effort to get ready, both physically and mentally, for the coming season.

Chuck Wright slides in for the shot. (O'Veline Photo)

Quarterback Jay Bernardoni, Trinity’s NCAA record-holder, shows his versatility as a ground gainer. (O'Veline Photo)